TUFLOW Run Interface Manager (TRIM)

Manage multiple TUFLOW simulations, fully utilise all available TUFLOW licenses and chart model progress and health within a single interface.

TUFLOW Run Interface Manager (TRIM) is an application to help efficiently manage your TUFLOW model runs. Its features include:

- Easily add any number of TUFLOW models to your queue.
- Communication profiles can be setup for different users and associated with each model run. This allows email and/or Skype notifications when a particular simulation finishes or goes unstable.
- Automatically run your models in sequence with any number of simultaneous runs (TUFLOW license dependent).
- As soon as one model run finishes, the next model in the queue will begin ensuring that all available licenses are fully utilised at all times.
- Associate different TUFLOW versions (e.g., 32/64-bit, single/double precision) with different simulations.
- Automatically charts total inflows, total outflows and overall mass balance for all simulations in the queue for rapid visualization of model health.
- Lists the simulation progress as a percentage and provides estimates of run times and simulation finish times for each model.
- Maintains a log file of all model runs.
- Any or all models can be “tested” before proceeding to full simulations.
- TCF and model log files can be opened via right-click menu.
- Simulations can be terminated via the right-click menu.

Further information on TRIM can be found on the following webpage:


NOTE. This product does not include a TUFLOW license. Please visit www.tuflow.com for TUFLOW sales information.